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SUMMARY 
J. W. Miles' method of calculating fatigue damage for narrow-
band random stresses is a standard method which is widely used in the 
aircraft industry. In the present research the general problem of 
fatigue damage done by random stresses is considered, and an approach is 
used which does not depend on the narrow-band assumption that Miles 
employed. 
The classical concept of cumulative damage originally postulated 
by M. A. Miner is reviewed. Then using this concept and the ha If-wave 
design method proposed by W. L. Starky and S. M. Marco for evaluating 
fatigue damage due to complex deterministic stress records, a damage 
function is developed from which an estimate (lower bound) of fatigue 
life can be made. From this damage function, a method of calculating 
fatigue damage for a random process is derived. 
It is shown that for the case of a narrow-band, stationary, nor-
mal stress process the expression derived here agrees with the expression 
derived by J. W. Miles based on the narrow-band assumption. Also, it is 
noted, this expression compares favorably with the peak stress criterion 




The study of the properites of materials and the geometry of 
structures durino the past few centuries has led to design criteria for 
predicting failure in structures due to static and dynamic loading. 
These criteria are based on such material properties as yield strength 
and ultimate strength, i.e., they indicate that a structure will fail when 
the ultimate strength of any member is exceeded. in the last sixty years 
the development of rotating machinery such as high-speed turbines has shown 
that design criteria such as these are, in many situations, no longer ade-
quate for the determination of allowable loads, since in such applications 
members which are never stressed beyond their elastic limits will never-
theless fail when a s revue nee of loadings is applied oyer a long time. This 
type of failure is called "fatigue failure." 
Much recent research, both theoretical and experimental, has been 
devoted to the development of criteria for fatigue failure. Nevertheless, 
there is at present no general formulation, based substantially on mate-
rial characteristics, which accurately predicts fatigue failure. A 
reasonable good qualitative explanation of the micro-mechanism of fatigue 
failure does exist. Researchers as early as Grough in 1926 [1 J* have dis-
cussed the effect of the crystalline nature of a material on its fatigue 
life. Subsequently many others, such as Dolan, Lazan, and Horger [21 in 
their book of fatigue in 1953, have considered fatigue life from this 
^Numbers in brackets refer to items in the Literature Cited section. 
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viewpoint. They explain the occurrence of fatigue in terms of such 
properties as slip reversals, molecular dislocations, and material im-
perfections. However, the theories developed along these lines do 
little more than show why damage accumulates in structural materials. 
Other investigators such as Langer in 1937 [3] and Miner in 1945 [ 4 ] 
have considered the problem from a different viewpoint. They have pro-
posed empirical relations for the accumulation of damage which have 
been, in the absence of anything better, quite useful in predicting the 
fatigue life of design parts subject to cyclic loading. Much of this 
work is based on a concept of damage accumulation which postulates that 
the damage done in each loading cycle is a function of the stress ampli-
tude at some point in the structure and the damages from individual 
cycles add in a linear manner. When this sum equals unity, failure will 
occur. By plotting the number of Ioading-cycIes-to-fai Iure for various 
stress amplitudes, a curve can be obtained from which the amount of dam-
age done in one loading eyeie at a given amplitude can be determined. 
Then the fatigue life of a structure which encounters a sequence of cycles 
of various amplitudes can be predicted by equating the sum of the damages 
done in individual cycles to unity.* 
The determination of the damage incurred by a structure which Is 
placed in a random environment, i.e., a turbine blade In a jet engine, is 
in general quite a different matter. The force applied to a structure in 
this case does not consist of cycles of constant amplitude but is charac-
terized by a continuous frequency spectrum and a probabilistic distri-
bution of amplitudes. A typical frequency spectrum might have Its energy 
*Th!s is a brief summary of Miner's criterion; a more detailed explanation 
i s gIven In Chapter I I. 
distributed in a frequency band as wide as 2000 cps [5]. Hence a struc-
ture with more than one mode of vibtation will be excited into a motion 
which is not simple harmonic [6]. In this event a cyclic loading fatigue 
criterion cannot be used to calculate the fatigue life of a structure. 
To add to the complexity of this problem, due to the natureof most 
random phenomena, time histories, recorded under essentially uniform con-
ditions, will appear to be quite different functions. However their 
statistical parameters may well be nearly the same. Thus a particular 
record of a random phenomenon, i.e., a record of stress in a wing spar 
during a flight from Atlanta to Chicago, may be considered as a sample 
function of a wide class of functions, namely a stochastic process. 
Therefore, the response of a structure must be discussed in terms of the 
statistical properfies of the forcing function process rather than in 
terms of a particular record of the forcing function. 
The problem that will be discussed here involves the formulation 
of a general approach which can be employed to determine the fatigue life 
of a structure excited by a sample function of a random process, such as 
a jet noise record. This is clearly a question of great Importance to 
the aircraft industry. Design criteria for structural parts cannot be 
determined with great confidence without some knowledge of fatigue con-
ditions in a jet noise environment or fatigue damage resulting from gust 
loads. 
The calculation of the fatigue damage of a structure which has a 
narrow-band* response to noise loading is a special case of this problem 
* The meaning of "narrow-band" will be described in Appendix i; for this 
part of the discussion it is sufficient to say that a random process is 
narrow-band if its sample functions appear as sinusoids with slowly 
varying amplitude and phase. 
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which has been discussed by J . W. Miles [7], W. D. Mark [8], and others. 
Compared with the general problem its analysis is greatly simplified by 
the fact that a displacement record and hence a stress record will appear 
sinusoidal except for a varying phase and amplitude. A cyclic loading 
criterion can be applied here by taking into account the distribution of 
stress amplitudes. The analysis of this special case is somewhat 
limited in application however, since a narrow-band response only occurs 
when one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
1. The structure is lightly damped and has only one degree of 
freedom. 
2. The structure is lightly damped and the power of the forcing 
function is concentrated mostly about the frequency of the 
first mode of the structure. 
The general result which is derived in Chapter III does not re-
quire this sinusoidal character of the structural response. Therefore, 
it can be applied to a more general class of problems. This method by 
no means completely resolves the problem in that it does not give an 
exact value for the expected fatigue life of a structure. However, it 
does give an estimate which in some cases has been shown to be quite 
reasonabIe. 
CHAPTER I I 
THE CONCEPT OF CUMULATIVE DAMAGE 
In Chapter Ml Miner's criterion for the accumulation of fatigue 
damage is extended in order to discuss fatigue damage for wide-band ran-
dom stresses. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce Miner's 
criterion and to review some common extensions of it which are now used, 
since this is the basis of the work in Chapter 111. 
Miner's Criterion 
Miner's hypothesis asserts that If a structure is loaded fn 
sinusoidal manner*, failure will occur at that point in the structure 
where the stress level is a maximum and when the summation of the incre-
ments of damage** equals unity. 
From experiments run on simple structures, Fig. 1, under constant 
stress amplitude, for a particular amplitude a it is found that a failure 
will occur after a certain number of cycles, designated N(a), the number-
of-cycles-to-faiIure for stress amplitude a. By testing at different 
amplitudes a curve relating number-of-eye Ies-to-faiIure -*o stress 
* In his original work Miner postulated only strictly sinusoidal loading. 
One might postulate just cyclic loading here, but the assumption that 
exactly the same damage would be obtained from a square wave as from a 
triangular wave is one which would require experimental verification. 
**An increment of damage is the damage which is associated with one cycle 
and is a function of the amplitude of the cycle. Since N(a) is defined 
In the next paragraph as the number of cycles to failure at amplitude 






t ~ t i me 
a(t)~ stress 
a ~mean stress 
m 
a ~ stress amplitude 


















Log of the Number of Cycles, N 
Figure 2. Stress Versus Number-of-CycIes-to-Fai Iure Curve 
amplitude can be obtained , Fig. 2. 
By using the curve in Fig. 2, the fatigue damage due to a sequence 
of sinusoidal loadings of different amplitudes can be calculated [41. For 
example, if a stress record consists of ĥ  cycles of amplitude â  and h2 
cycles at amplitude a2 then the fraction of total damage done by this re-
cord is h^/N(a ) + n /N (a ). A failure will occur for a sequence of such 
loadings when the sum of the corresponding fractions equals unity. 
Damage for Randomly Modulated Sinusoids 
If a stress record is a member function of a random process, it is 
possible to calculate the expected fatigue life if the following condi-
tions are satisfied**: 
1. The stress process {A(t)} can be represented by {A*(t)sin w t} 
where w is a fixed frequency or a random process with small 
variance, and (A*(t)} is a random process which is character-
ized by member functions which vary slowly in comparison with 
sin wQt.*** 
2. {A*(t)} is stationary and ergodic so that an ensemble average 
for the process will be equal to a time average calculated 
from a sample function. 
x 
xx 
Engineers in the latter part of the nineteenth century used such 
curves to predict constant amplitude fatigue life; see the intro-
duction to Ref. 1. Not until Miner's work in 1945 was any concept of 
accumulation of damage widely accepted for varying amplitude sinu-
soidal loads. 
The analysis here is essentially the same as that presented by 
F. A. McCI intock [9l. 
***{A*(t)} is a random process which modulates the sinusoid. 
If the probability density function for the random variable A*(t) 
is f.*(a;t) and this is constant with time, then it can be written as 
f^*(a), and the probability that the random variable A*(t) is between 
a and a + da is fA*(a) da. The number of cycles per unit time of the 
A 
sinusoid is w0/2y Since A(t) takes on the value A*(t) when sin w T is 
+ 1, once each cycle, the expected number of cycles per unit time with 
amplitudes between a and a + da is wQ/27T
fA^(a) da* T h e fraction of to-
tal damage done by w0/27T
f /\*(a) d a c Y c l e s js wo/2ir.- A*(a) l / N ( a ) da** T o 
obtain the expected fraction of total damage per unit time, this ex-
pression must be integrated over all possible values of A*(t) to obtain 
amhx. 
E[D(+)f*=^° / v i f i da (1) 
The time, T, found by solving the equation, 
ELB(t)l • T = 1 (2) 
is the expected time to failure. 
For some materials the stress versus Toading-to-cyIces-to-faiIure 
curve, Fig. '2, can be approximated by a straight line on a log-log 
plot, Fig. 3. This curve can then be represented by the equation, 
og a = log a^-i- log N(a) (3a 
*See~-footnote** on page 6. 
**E[D(t)l will be defined in chapter I I I as the expected rate of accumu-
lation of damage. Thy symbol is used here for convenience only. 
• - ) 
'I J 
3 
Log of the Number of Cycles,, 
Figure 3. Log - Log Approximation of Fatigue Curve 
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which can be rewritten as 
N(a) ab = ^ (3b) 
where b and a are constants which depend on the material. For conveni-
1 
ence let a^ equal C. The damage for one cycle, 1/N(a), can be written 
as a^/C, and equation (1) becomes 
max. 
w " ( t ) = *oJ a_b_f (a).da (4) 
^ ~F ' A* 
a . C A 
m i n. 
This formula can be used to calculate the expected damage for a 
narrow-band stress process. See Appendix I. 
The Applicability of Miner's Criterion 
While in the absence of anything better Miner's criterion is widely 
accepted and widely used, it is somewhat artificial. It does not include 
all the variables which influence fatigue life, and it does not consider a 
very general type of problem. Firstly, its basic hypothesis is that a 
stress record is sinusoidal. Certainly, this limits its application. Spe-
cifically, the problem considered in this thesis is outside the range of a 
direct application of Miner's criterion. Secondly, it is completely inde-
pendent of frequency. If two identical structures are excited by different 
frequency loadings at the same amplitude, the predicted accumulation of 
damage for both will be the same for the same number of loading cycles. 
The fact that loading frequency has at least a slight influence on fatigue 
life is well known and is discussed by Wade and Groutenhuis [10] and Lomas, 
Ward, Rait, and Co I beck [if] . Thirdly, it does not allow for changes in 
the order of loading. For some metals, if a sinusoidal stress below the 
limit of endurance* is applied for a period of time, the fatigue life of 
the metal is increased; however, if a high level loading were applied 
first, even loading below the limit of endurance would cause damage to 
accumulate. Also, Miner's criterion does not take into account other 
factors which could influence fatigue damage such as residual stresses. 
Therefore, it should not be surprising that fatigue data often possesses 
wide statistical scatter. 
In spite of many faults Miner's criterion is very useful in an 
engineering sense because of its simplicity and the fact that so many 
metals conform to predictions based on if in at least a gross sense. It 
is not the purpose of this work to develop a new fatigue criterion. The 
object is instead to extend Miner's criterion along the lines of the work 
of Starky and Marco p2] for complex stresses in order to discuss fatigue 
for a genera! wide-band random process. 
Damage Due to Complex Deterministic Stress Records 
It was pointed out in the last section that the accumulation of 
damage due to stress records which are not sinusoidal cannot be calcu-
lated by directly applying Miner's criterion. If such a criterion is to 
be used at a I I, a plausibility argument must be employed to convert the 
complex stress record to a sequence of sinusoids which would produce an 
equivalent amount of damage. There are many possible approaches which 
could be used. For example, records could be decomposed into a Fourier 
series, if periodic, and it could be postulated that the damage incurred 
is equivalent to the sum of the damages that would be incurred by each 
component of the series. Alternatively, the damage could be postulated 
*For some materials there exists a particular value of stress, such that, 
if this value is never exceeded, no fatigue damage will accumulate. 
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to be equivalent to the damage that would be accumulated by half sine 
waves with double amplitudes equal in value to the absolute differences 
between pairs of successive extreme and mean values equal to the mean 
values of the paris of successive extrema. 
Any such approach would have to be interpreted as an intuitive 
extension of a sinusoidal loading criterion and would have to be veri-
fied experimentally before much confidence could be placed in it. The 
last approach mentioned is the half-wave design method developed by 
Starky and Marco. Since this method describes more accurately than other 
methods the accumulation of fatigue damage and since it has at least been 
partially verified by experiment [12"]*, it will provide the basis for the 
work done here even though it relies quite heavily on empirical formulae. 
The Half-Wave Design Method 
The principle of the half-wave design method has already been de-
scribed. To predict the damage for an arbitrary stress record, consider 
the record in Fig. 4a. The damage done between peaks 1 and 2 is, accordr 
ing to this method, assumed to be equal to the damage done by the sinu-
soid in Fig. 4b. The damage done by this sinusoid is postulated to equal 
the damage done by the sinusoid in Fig. 4c with zero mean and a new ampli-
tude, called an equivalent amplitude, aQ> determined by one of the fol-
lowing relationships: 
1. Modified Goodman law (tension mean) 
a1 ~ am 
ae ~ 1- am '
 am °' W P - (5a) 




a. a, larger extrema 
a 7 ^ sma Iler extrema 
a ^ equivalent zero mean stress 
Figure 4. Equivalent Fatigue Conversion 
2. Ge rbe r law ( t e n s i o n mean) 





3. Compression mean* 
a
e
 = am~a2 ' am < 0' a2>ay-P- (5c) 
Here a is the ultimate stress, and a is the yield point stress for a 
given material. The selection of which tension mean relationship to use 
for an actual fatigue calculation depends on the material considered. The 
equivalent amplitude given by the modified Goodman law will assess more 
damage. Since the object of this work is to obtain a conservative esti-
mate for fatigue life and since for most common materials the Gerber law 
appears to assess too little damage while the Goodman law appears to 
assess excessive damage, the modified Goodman law will be used for the 
remainder of the discussion. 
The damage for a complex stress wave can be obtained by summing 
the damages done by the equivalent half-sine-cycles. Since the damage for 
one cycle of a sinusoid of amp I itude a is ajl > assuming the relationship 
C 
shown in Fig. 3, this sum expressed in terms of the equivalent amplitude 
b . ,b , ,j) , 




*These relationships are used to account for the fact that the mean stress 
has an effect on the fatigue life of a material. If a specimen is in 
tension, more damage is done by one cycte of a given amplitude than would 
be done if the mean stress were zero. If the mean stress is compression, 
the same damage is done as would be done if the mean stress were zero. 
They were originally obtained by curve fitting on constant sine fatigue 
test data. See O'Connor, Morrison, and Mech [13]. 
\b 
The subscripts on the a 's represent the successive exl ema to which the 
equivalent amplitudes correspond. 
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CHAPTER 
CALCULATION OF FATIGUE DAMAGE FOR 
WIDE-BAND RANDOM STRESSES 
The object of this chapter is to set up an expression for the 
damage accumulated when the stress record is a member function of a 
stochastic process l.14\ The method used is based upon the half-wave 
design method which is first modified slightly for the convenience of 
later statistical considerations. 
A Modification of the Half-Wave Design Method 
First, the stress versus Ioading-cycIes-to-fai Iure-curve in 
Fig. 3 will be postulated. Then for a record a'(t) of a random stress 
process, Fig. 5, the damage incurred in the time interval (T^, T2) can 
be calculated by using equation (6) in chapter II to obtain 
b 3b b 
damage = !il + J l + . . . + ffl d> 
2c 2c 2c 
Note that there is one equivalent amplitude for each pair of successive 
extrema. The equivalent amplitude a„ which corresponds to the half-
e1 
cycle associated with the extrema a' (t, ) and a (to) at times t^ and t2 is, 
according to equation (5) of chapter II, 
3~ a (11 ) - ami 
1 • ami 
a1 (t) 
Figure 5. An Arbitrary Record of a Random Stress Proces: 
'The a„ (S arc- the means between sur.essive extrema, 
mr> 
ar.d the a'(tn)'s are the extrema.) 
S f m U a r l y , the o ther equ i va len t ampl i tudes are 
aQ ? m B
1 C "t 3) -a r n 2 
1 " Bm? 
ae- a ' ( t O - ; 'm-
a [J3 
ai ( t « ) - a 
m 4 
1 - a m4 
ar... : a ' ( t R ) - -& mi 
- a m<5 
^u" 
a * 6 : Jm0 • *
1 ( V 
(3) 
a e 7
 = am7 "
 a ' ( | 8 ) 
Since am is the mean value of a'(ti ̂
 and a 2̂ * a ^ ' 
to a - a'(t Q); and equation (2) can also be written as 
am. equa 
'2) 
- a m̂  (4) 
Similar expressions ran be obtained for all ''.even equivalent amplitudes. 
The equivalent amplitudes listed as equations (2) and (3) are now substi 
tuted into equation (1), which after a slight rearrangement of terms 
I y 






+- ) -am^ 
1 - am^ 





b . b 
a'<t,)-a„, 3 m3 
+ 




V , ( t 8 ) 
Using equivalent amplitudes of the form in equation (4), a similar ex-
pression can be obtained. It is 
damage="op" 
a^-a'(t2) 












Summing equations (5) and (6) and dividing by two, the following ex-
pression for the damage is obtained: 
la ( t ) - a m m1 




am~ • a i ( t 3 ) 














The expected damage in the interval (T1 , 7"2) could be found by calcu-
lating a value for equation (7) for each member stress function and 
performing an ensemble average. An analytical procedure would, however, 
rely quite heavily on the distributions<of extrema; and such problems 
as yet remain largely unsolved [15]. 
A useful estimate of the damage given by equation (7) can be cal-
culated. For this purpose it is convenient to employ a functional 
f(a (t)) of the stress process defined by 
i (a ' (1 ) ) 
( a 1 ( t ) b , a'(t)_> 0 
-la' (t)| , a' (t)< 0 
(8) 
The choice of this particular functional is logical as will be shown in 
the subsequent work. 
For the present note that 
1. if the original record a'(t) is differentiabIe, e.g., bound-
ed I y differentiate then so is the function gi'veh in expres-
sion (8), and its derivative is 
d f(a1(t)) 
dt 
= b a1 (t 
b_1 d a'(t 
" 7d+ 
(9) 
2. f(a (t)) will have maxima and minima for the same values of t 
as a'(t).* 
Further, it is shown in appendix II that the inequality 
b • b 
If (a1 (tj) - f (a'tt^)) I > |a!(tn)-am I + |ar -a'(t_,,> i (10! n + r I _ I n m m i m n n + 1 
These observations are' dIscussed in appendix 
always holds; and that the inequality 





will hold at least approximately under restrictions imposed by reasonable 
design methods. 
Using these observations, a relation between the damage calculated 
by the half-wave design method and the functional f(a'(t)) can be formed. 
For example, for the record in Fiq. 5, if each term in equation (7) is re-
placed by the dominating term defined by inequality (10) or (11), the 
relation becomes 
7 
iamaqe > \ - \ |f(a'(t )) - f(a'(tn,1)) 
— 4C n=1 n
 n+' 
(12) 
Since for an arbitrary record the damage as calculated by the half-wave 
design method for any time interval (T , T ) with extrema, a'(t ), 
...a (t^), will be a sum of the form of equation (7), a general expres-
sion corresponding to inequality (12) is 
k-
d a m a g e ^ — £ | f (a ' (t. )-f a ' (tR+1 ) (13) 
h+ 
f(a'(t)) will henceforth be called the damage function. 
As just mentioned, since the ai(tn)
?s are the extreme values of the 
function a'(t), the f((a'(tn))
?s a r e + he extreme values for the function 
f(a'(t)). Therefore, the sum in inequality (13) corresponds to the total 
variation* of the function f(a'(t)) in the interval whose end points are 
* See Apostol ['161 Ch. 8. 
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t and t , + n e times corresponding to the first extremum and the last 
I K 
extremum. Because the f(a'(t))'s under consideration have bounded first 
derivatives, the fotaI variation of f on a' in the interval (t^, t ^ ) , 
V :(t,, t, ), can be written as 
foa i K 
Vfoa'^T, t k) = / 
t 
df a1 (t 
dt 
dt (1.4) 
Integrating this function over the interval (T^ , T 2) would make only a 
negligible change in the value of the integral when considering time 
intervals as large as the fatigue life of a metal because for such large 
intervals t and t +he times associated with the first and last ex-
1 k' 
trema, will be very close to T^ and T'2. Therefore, the damage incurred in 
a time interval (T^, T2) is 
T1 
df a1(t) damage > — J 
- 4C T 2 
dt 
dt (15) 




is the rate of 
sense that the accumulation of damage for the process, at least in the 
time integral of this expression gives a bound for the damage in a given 
time. This expression will be called D'(t), the rate of accumulation of 
damage on the irth record. 
The Expected Damage for a Time Interval 
For a random stress process (A(t)} which is differentiabIe in the 
mean-sguare sense a derivative process fj — — 1 exists in the mean-sguare 
1 dt ; 
sense [l4l. Then, for a fixed time t, if the random variables A(t) and 
A(t) associated with the stress process and the derivative of the stress 
23 
process, respectively, possess a joint probability density function 
f * (a, a:t), it follows that E[D(t)l the ensemble average of the rate 
AA 
of accumulation of damage D (t) is given by 
E [ D ( t ) ] = 1 ^ / / b | a | b _ 1 | a | f ^ ( a , a ; t ) da da (16' 










The expected damage done in a time interval (T., 1̂ ) is by 
eguat ion (15) 
T2 
E damage (T*, T2) >J E[D(t)]dt (18) 
_ T 
To give inequality (18) a useful interpretation in calculating 
the probable life of an individual structural part, an additional as-
sumption must be made. This is that the process is stationary and ergo-
dic. Then since the operator 1 df(x) is a time invariant filter, the 
4C dt 
output process, whose sample functions are the D'(t)'s, is a stationary 
ergodic random process [17]. Thus, for reasonably long time intervals 
such as would be encountered in fatigue life predictions, the bounds 
given by inequalities (15) and (18) will be equal. 
It should be noted that no assumption has been made regarding" the 
band width of the stress process in deriving inequality (18); thus the 
relation will apply to any stress.process, subject to suitable differen-
tiability cond i tions. 
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Expected Rate of Accumulation of 
Damage for a Normal Stress Process 
Noise random forcing functions, such as acoustical noise and jet 
noise, are approximately normal processes [18], and in practical appli-
cations a great many structures are linear or approximately linear. 
When the input to a linear system, in this case a force, is a normal pro-
cess, the output will also be normal [19], in this case the stress. 
Therefore, the consideration of fatigue damage for a normal stress process 
is of great importance. 
For a normal stationary stress process A(t), which has zero mean, 
variance o2, and a covariance rAA(i) which has a second derivative, the 
A 
joint density function for the random variable A(t) associated with the 
stress process at time t and the random variable A(t+-r) associated with 
the rate of change of stress process at time t + T is a normal joint 
density function [15] given by 
f A A ( a ' t ; a ' t + T ) = 2Wo'i a'i- r A ; ( T ) A "^ 
a ^ + 2 a a r A A ( T ) + a 2 a 2 
aA2 aA2 F A A ( T ) 
(19) 
rAA^ 's + n e cr°ss-covariance between A(t) and A(t+i), and it equals AA 
d_r A A( T). a
2 is the variance of A(t), and it equals - d rAA(T) 
dt A A dt2 
The 
T = 0 
joint density function needed to evaluate E[D(t)l can be obtained from 
equation (19) by letting T=0. Then, since r :(0) = 0 [15], this density 
r\r\ 
f u n c t i o n is 
1 
t\t\ z A A 
e - 2 1£A °' A-
(20) 
Once this density function is known the expected rate Qf accumu-
ation of damage can be calculated from 
r ' 2 - T 
oo , i 1 a a 
b-1 i ̂  i . ^ . . e ~ — I _ ') + ... ? Idada E [ D ( t ) > 1 - / f b l a l 0 " 1 |a|7Tf^™5v- e " 2 L J 4C 11 ' ' ' ' A A 




Upon s i m p l i f y i n g , e q u a t i o n (21) becomes 
2 
E [ D ( t ) ] 
2TraAaA o 
/ b a b - 1 
1 a2 
e " 2 a„2
 d a (22) 
This expression can be evaluated by the use of the gamma function. The 
expected damage that would occur in a time interval (T , T ) will be 
less than or equal to E[D(t)l (T - T ). 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULT 
Comparison of the Fatigue Damage Calculation in 
Chapter III With the Narrow-Band Fatigue Calculation 
Equation (9) of Appendix I is the expected rate of accumulation of 
damage, based on the method originally used by Miles ["7"), for a narrow-
band normal stress process.* To compare the expected rate of accumulation 
of damage derived in Chapter III for a normal stress process, equation (2'/) 
with equation (9) of Appendix I observe that by integrating equation (22) 
by parts twice E [D(t)] becomes 
aA ,« K n ~1 a2 
E[D(t)J = 2C.M2 4 a b e 2 V d a (,) 
A A 
This is identical to equation (9) of appendix I. 
IT is shown in Appendix II that E[D(t)] defined by equation (22) 
of Chapter I I I becomes an exact expression for the rate of accumulation of 
damage when the means between successive extrema on any record are zero. 
Because a narrow-band process is a sinusoid with slowly varying phase and 
amplitude, the means between successive extreme will be approximately zero. 
Therefore, for a narrow-band stress process it should be expected that 
equation (9) of Appendix I would agree with equation (22) of Chapter III. 
*Mi les did not actually derive an expected rate of accumulation of damage. 
He found an equivalent sinusoidal stress with which a fatigue life cal-
culation can be made. His calculation can be transformed exactly into 
equation (9), however. 
71. 
Comparison of the Method of Calculating Fatigue 
Damage Developed in Chapter III with the Peak 
Stress Method 
A method which is guite often mentioned, [9] and [20], as a 
possible approach for assessing damage due to complex stress records and 
random stress processes is the peak stress method. This method asso-
ciates with each positive peak or negative -rough the damage "that would 
be done by one half cycle of a sinusoid with the same amplitude as the 
positive peak or negative trough. Positive troughs and negative peaks ate 
negIected. 
To see how this method compares with the method propoced in 
Chapter III , consider a record which has no positive troughs or- negative 
peaks. Then, for a portion of this record which has extrema at t],• ••, 
t̂ ,, positive peaks and negative troughs only, the damage calculation by 
the peak stress method is 
1 b ; ^ b i N b 
damage = _L ( a'Ct^l +| a ' (t2 ) | + . . . .+| a ' (tR) | ) (2) 
p • -> • ZL-
By the definition of f(x) in Chapter III, the damage calculated by the 
method proposed in Chapter III is exactly this sum. Therefore, for re-
cords of this type the peak stress method and the method proposed in Chap-
ter III agree. The sample functions of a narrow-band random process are of 
this type. For records which have many positive troughs or negative peaks 
the peak stress method can give a nonrealistic estimate of the damage while 
the method proposed in Chapter III gives a reasonable estimate. Consider a 
record composed of a I I negative peaks and troughs, all about the same mag-
nitude. Let ti»••• >t7 L be the times at which the above extrema occur 
where even subscripts correspond to troughs. Then the damage calculated by 
28 
the peak stress method is 
1 . b : b j b , x> 
damage p<Si - ^ |
a'(+2
)l + la ( V I *" ' , + l a ( V ' 
The actual damage for- such a record is approximately equal to the damage 
calculated by the half-wave design method. Since this esfimate is always 
less than the estimate given by the method proposed in Chapter- I I I and 
since the method proposed in Chapter III assesses a very small amount of 
damage to the type of record being considered here, the actual damage and 
both of these estimates are very small; however, if the magnitudes of the 
a'Ct^'s are large 1he peak stress method associates a very large, thus 
unreasonable, amount of damage with this type of record. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Cone I us i ons 
For the reasons that follow, the method of calculating fatigue 
damage developed in Chapter III, based on the damage function f(n (t)), 
should-aive n reasonable nstimato nf the actual damage ac-
cumulated for a stress record which is a sample function of a random 
process. 
1. The discussions in Appendix II and Chapter IV show that a 
very favorable comparison exists oetween the damage function 
method of assessing fatigue damage for complex stress records 
and both the half-wave design method and the peak stress 
method. 
2. The data taken by Starky and Marco shows that this method 
does not give a bad estimate of the actual damage for the 
complex stresses that they tested, Fig. 8. Appendix III. 
3. In the case of a narrow-band normal stress process the method 
of calculating fatigue damage developed in Chapter III for an 
arbitrary stress process agrees well with the method developed 
by Miles for calculating fatigue damage for a narrow-band 
normal stress process. 
Recommendations 
While the method of calculating fatigue damage derived in Chapter 
III agrees respectably with previous work, this in itself does not con-
stitute complete verification of the use of this method in calculating 
expected fatigue damage for wide-band random stress processes. The only 
way to make such a verification would be to perform extensive fatigue 
tests where the power spectrum of the stress process could be varied. 
Certainly, future work should be aimed in this direction. 
It is shown in Appendix II, that for compression means between 
successive extrema the damage function calculation severely over-estimates 
the fatigue damage as calculated by fhe half-wave design method. Since 
there is no evidence to indicate how valid the ha If-wave design method 
is for a wide-band random stress process, exactly how much the damage 
function method for calculating fatigue life over-estimates the actual 
damage incurred in such a process cannot be determined. An experimental 
investigation, such as indicated above, might show that the damage 
function calculation could be reduced by some amount in order to adjust 
for this fact. 
There is a basic concept in the development of the damage function 
which might prove interesting in future work. This is that the damage 
function was an initial attempt to rewrife 1 he cumulative damage .concept 
in terms of the stress and its first derivative rather than in terms of 
peaks and means, etc. A refined theory of fatigue written directly in 
terms of such basic cuantities would be very desirable, since it would 
allow direct application to both derterministic and random stresses. 
APPENDIX I 
THE NARROW-BAND FATIGUE PROBLEM 
The method of calculating fatigue damage for a narrow-band ran-
dom stress process is a standard result and is widely used in the air-
craft industry. The purpose of The following work is to briefly discuss 
the procedure used for obtaining this result with particular emphasis 
on how the narrow-band assumption is employed. 
Me rhod of Ana lysis 
A narrow-band random process {-y (t) }, is a random process which 
can be represented as the real part of the expression 
(A(t) e ( I V + ' * - i<K + )) } where <A (t)) , the peak amplitude, andU(t?, 
the phase change, are random processes whose records vary slowly in com-
parison with sin w t and where f is a random variable uniformly distri-
buted over the interval (0, 2 TT) * Any sample function of such a process 
will appear as a sinusoid with slowly varying amplitude and phase. Be-
cause of this sinusoidal property, if a positive peak of some particular 
level a occurs in any record, a cycle of level a occurs. Then by 
knowing the expected freguency and the distribution of positive ampli-
tudes eguation (1) or (4) of Chapter II can be used to find the 
expected rate of accumulation of damage. For a normal stress process 
which is ergodic, has a zero mean, and is narrow-band both the expected 
frequency and the distribution of peak amplitudes can be found if the 
autocorrelation function is known. Finding these quantities for a norma 
"*"^o"Mlddl oTo'n ilT'~7^~ 1";8 • 
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process is a special case. In general it would require more than just 
the knowledge of the autocorrelation function to determine the quantities. 
Expected Frequency 
Consider any sample function y'(t) of a random process ^Y (t)>. 
Assume the function is differentiabIe. Let u(x)=(1 if xj> 0, or 0 if x <0). 
Every time y'(t) changes from negative to positive there is a unit posi-
tive change in u(y'(+))- Every time y'(t) changes from positive to 
negative there is a unit negative change in u(y'(t)). 
The sum of the positive changes plus the sum of the negative 
changes is the total number of zero crossings in a time interval (T^,T2^ 
Formally differentiating u(y'(t)) with respect to time yields, 
l_(u(y(t))) - yi(t)6 (V (t)):* <1) 
Then the sum of positive changes can be written as, 
^(positive changes) =/ y'(t)6(y'(t))dt (2a) 
(T,, T2 where y(t)>0 
and the sum of negative changes can be written as, 
^(negative changes) = - /y ' (t )<$( y ' (t)) dt (2b) 
(Ti> T2) where y(t)<0 
Therefore, the number of zero crossing N1 (0, T 2 - T-| ) is 
T ? • i 
N'(0, T2-T-, )= jrT^[yl(t)[My ( t ) ) c)t ( 2 c ) 
*<5(x) is the Dirac delta function 
The number of zero crossings per unit time n (0,t) is 
n'(0,t) = |yi(t)|6(y'(t)) (3) 
If the process is dIfferentiabIe in the man-square sense, the expected 
number of zero crossings per unit time is 
Eln(0,t)] =jl |yl6(y) f. (y,y;t)dydy (4 
oo y y 
Since a stationary normal process was assumed at the beginning, the 
. 2 ~ 
density function f'/y, y; + ) = _ > x e~ ~n ^2
+ ^ 2 •* 
yy 2 ^ n r 2 a,/ ay 
y y 
Evaluating equation (;4) using this density function, fin ('0, t )"l is °*. 
TTOy 
If the process is narrow-band, the expected frequency wQ/27ri'S the number 
of zero crossings with positive slope. This will be half the number of 
zero crossings.** 
- 1 av 
O/2TT 2^ cy (5) 
Distribution of Positive Peak Amplitudes 
By changing <s(y (t)) to 6(y (t) - y ) the above analysis can be 
used to obtain the expected number of crossings per unit time of a level 
a with positive slope. This is 
E[n(a+, t ) ] ^ ° ^ - f ^ <6) 
z y y 
* This density function is the same as equation, (20) in Chapter III, where 
the same type of process was considered. 
**This derivation is almost identical to the one Middleton [15] presents in 
Section 9.4. 
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A positive peak of level a occurs in a record when it crosses the level a 
with positive slope and does not cross the level a + da. A positive trough 
occurs in a record when it crosses the level a + da with positive slope 
but does not cross the level a. Thus, the expected number of crossings 
of the level a with positive slope per unit time E LnTa1, t)l equals i he 
expected number of peaks per unit time plus the expected number of 
crossings of the levels a and a •  da with positive slope per unit time. 
The expected number of crossings of the level a t da with positive slope 
per unit time E [n (a+da+, t)] equals the expected number of troughs of 
level a plus the expected crossings of the levels a and a t da with posi-
tive slope per unit time. Thus the expected number of peaks minus troughs 
of level a per unit time equals E [n. (a+, t)l -E _n(a + da+,t)l , When con-
sidering a narrow-band process the occurrence of a positive trough is 
almost impossible. Therefore, the expected number of positive peaks of 
level a per unit time is E[n(a+,t)l - E [n<a+da+, f) J . Let f 4(a)da be 
the probability of occurrence of a peak of level a= Since there is 
exactly one positive peak for each cycle of a record of a narrow-band pro-
cess, EL n(0+,t)] t +(a)da is the expected number of positive peaks of a 
level a per unit time. Therefore, 
E[ri(0+,t)l f Ta)da = EfnTa*, t)l -E Ln(a+da
+, t)] (7) 
P + 
- _ dE[n(a+ft)1 da 
da 
Substituting (6) and (7), the distribution for positive peaks is 
2 
fn + (a) = TT e~ ^TT ,ft. 
p a y z y (8) 
This derivation is due to A. Powell L2 
The Damage 
Substituting the distribution of 
frequency into equation (4) of Chapter 
lation of damage is 
E fc)(t) - — — T— 
2,0 a 2 
•JO 
APPENDIX I I 
DISCUSSION OF THE PROPERTIES OF THE 
DAMAGE FUNCTIONAL MENTIONED ON PAGE 23 
The Derivative of f(a'(t)) 
Assume +hat the original stress records are different lab I e with 
bounded derivatives. Note that f(x) as defined by equation (7) of 
Chapter M l is f(x) --fxb> x > 0 where b> 1 . For x>0 or x<0, this 
(-|x|b, x<0 
function has a derivative, - - — — " bjx|b • F o r x = °> t h e 'eft-hand 
derivative, ' 'rn - ~fc 1 ,"^ , is zero, and the rfqht-hand derivative, V J « + 
x-+0 - |x |-0 x~*u 
x b-0 
Q , is zero. Hence, f(x) has a derivative for all x. Therefore, by 
• i i, ib--1 da' (t) 
the chain rule, the derivative of f(a'Ct)) is b|a (t)| ^. 
Extreme Values of f(aUt)) 
The second property is that f(a'(t)) lakes on extreme values for 
the same values of t that a'Ct) takes on extreme values. This is obvious 
from examining the definition of f(x). Note that f(x) is an increasing 
function of x. For any t 0 where a'(t) is not an extremum of a'(t), there 
must be some neighborhood of t so that a'Ct) is either increasing or de-3 o 
creasing in this neighborhood. Therefore, f(a'(t)) must be either in-
creasing or decreasing In this neighborhood, and hence fCa'(+0^
 c a n n ° t be 
an extremum of fCa'Ct)). If a'(tQ) is a maximum of a'Ct), there is some 
neighborhood of t Q so that for any t' In this neighborhood a'Ct ) is less 
thtfn a(t Q ) . Therefore, fCa'Ct^must be less than f (a
f CtQ)) . Hence, 
f(a'(t ))must be a maximum of f (a'(t)). A similar argument applies for 
mlnimums. 
yi 
The Relation Between the Damage Functional and 
The Half-Wave Design Method 
The bases for the relation are Jnequa if ties (12) ar,d C13) os> 
Chapter III. 
I nequa I i ty (.12) 
Inequality (12) applies only +or a compression or zero mean be-
tween successive extrema, and therefore, it is considered only for "the 
case where a m <0. There are three subcases of this Inequality: 
n 
1 . am <0 and 0>a'(f )>a'(t , J 1,1 n n n+1 
2. 3 m <0 and a'(1 ) -,0 >al(t n + 1>* 
3. a m -0 
Subcase 1, Since arn is the mean value between the peaks, a
!(t n) 
can be replaced by a' (tn) + a rvi 1 , Then, (12) of 
2 
Chapter I I I becomes 
and a ' ( t . . . } , am
 CwM UV5 ' ^ ' ^ ^ ^ n+1 M|n 
| f (a '< t 'n)) - f (a
1 ( t n . n )) | I 2 |a ' ( t r , ) - a ' ( ' ,.;•] ) 
By the d e f i n i t i o n of the f u n c t i o n f ( x ) , 
2 
1) 
f (a'(f )) - f(a1(t ,))I = J a1(1 ,,) 
n+1 n+1 i 
b - laUt ) ! b 
I n 
(2) 
Therefore, inequality (1) becomes 
p , { w 
1 -*{+ )| >2 - i a 
n — 
'''Vl' ' 3 f t n > '•« X 
t0>a'(t + .) > a'(tn) and a
f(t n + ])> 0 > a
l ( t n ) are also subcases bu 
cause of The absolute value signs on both sides of (12), the same 
(3) 
t be-
D roo f 
holds. 
**The absolute value signs on the interior differences on the right-hand 
side do not change the value from (1) to (3), since 0>a'(t, ) and D>a* (t n 4 r\ 
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Dividing through by la'tt^^l and noting that |af(tn+1>| • a <+nM
 f o r 




where 0<x - | a' ( tn ) |<1. S i nee 0 < x < 1, xb< x. Then, 1 -xb >^x, 
ai(tn+1) 
and 0 < log (1-xb) >log(1-x). 
But since b> 1, 0>log(1-x)>b log-1-x). Therefore, 0 iog(l-x )> b logO-x), 
or (1-x
b) > U - x ) b . Since 2b 2, 2/2b < 1 • 
Therefore, 
b 
1 - x b 2 -x , 2 (5 
Subcase 2. Using the fact that amn is the mean, inequality ("12) 
of Chapte- III can again be w i ften in the form of Inequality (1). Since 
for this subcase a'(t, + y and a1''^) h a v e oppobi'e signs, because of 
the definition of f( ), inequality (1) becomes 
? i b i ; : b n a' (t n + 1 ) I + |a
j ( |-n) | > ^ 
a !(t n + ])| + |a'(tn) 
(6) 
By dividing through by a'(t ) , inequaIity. (6) become 
ix 
1 t xl (7) 
where 0<x 
x>0, 
a , ( V i > 
1. Since f(x) x , b>1, is a convex function for 
b b 2fiL-±JS2L 
x1 r x 2 *• 2 
(8) 
for Xi and x2
>0 '[22]. ihis proves subcase 2 by letting x, 1 and x^ x in (71 
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Subcase 3. This is obv ious . When amr(- 0> "
a ^ n f | '
 a ' ̂  V̂î  > anc^ 
nequality (1) becomes 
a ! f t n + 1 ) 
b I ^ " W 
(9) 
InequaI ity (13) 
Inequality (13) of Chapter M i applies only for tension means, 
and therefore it is considered only foi The case where a m > 0 , There are 
fwo subcases of this inequality: 
1. a m >0, ai(tr)-> a i ( t r H l )
> ° 
m n n 
2. a >0 i U j ) • • 0 > a'(+ , . ) * 
^ • a m U> ~' ' ' fl ii M 
Subcase 1. Again, a m can be replaced b> a ' C t ^ + a C + n + p , and 
2 
inequality (13) of Chapter M l becomes 
; (a ; f 1. ') ) -f(a' £t ,.)) >2 
a'(tn> - a
 ( V U 




Using the definition of fix), inequality (10) becomes 
a'<V" - a n L,J >2 





a! (t ) n 
Q±. oiid a- a' (tn) a f u n c rf 0n F(x) can be defined as 
,b _ OT±=X: 
F(x) s !_xb . 2 p ^ g 2 a LL-1 _a_( 1 4-x) 
2 
a I n (0,1) 
x i n (0,1 ) 
12) 
*See footnote on page 
**No absolute value signs needed here since aN'tn) >a'(t n + i)>0. 
10 
If F(x)_>0, inequality (13) of Chapter Ml will hold. For x - Q F(x) wf! 
K 1 
be negative unless a is restricted to the interval (0, ?(-1/2——•)). From 
the graph of FCx) in Fig. 6 it is seen that F(x)> 0 for x In(0,1) and for 
any ain (0, 2(1 - l/2
b"^)). Therefore, inequality U 3 ) is true for this 
b 
subcase provided a is fn(0, 2(l-{/2H2i- 5)'. 
To see what restriction this places on .the stress records, note 
that by definition a = a
! [ tn) . This is the ~aMo of the larger of the 
au 
two extrerna to the ultimate strength of ire material. Since the material 
constant b takes on a value between five and twenty for most structural 
matei iais L6l 2(1 - ! / 2 - — ) will be greater than 0,8. The ratio betwen 
' b 
the vieid Doint stresc, a > and the ultimate stress for most materials " r * y »-p 
is also about 0-8. Then the restriction, a'(t ) < 2(1 - 1/2-^-b , Is 
n, - u b 
au 
no more limiting than the reasonable design criteria, that the yield point 
stress should not be exceeded. 
Subcase 2. Replacing am by a
1 0:u) + a ' ( t n + } ) and using the 
2 
definition of f(x), inequality (13 5 of Chapter III becomes 
a' (t ) «,<Vl) 
C n ) i + la l ( tn+1 ) I 




Making the substitutions, x ^l a' .n+.l' i and a •- a' c In f a function G(x) 
I a! (t ) I a1( 
i i U 
can be formed, 
G(x: ^xb -2(l±*) b 1-^il-x) 
ai n(0, 1) 
xin(Q, 1) 
(14) 
a = 0.2 
F(x) 
0.0 
Figure 6. Graph of F(x) for Various Values of a and a 
Value b > 5. 
f G'x)l 0, inequality (13) of Chapter 11! will hold. For' x ~ 0 , G(x) will 
be negative unless a is restricted to the interval (0, 2(1-l/22rJ- ) ) . 
b 






Since G(x) = 0 for x~1, G(x) must be negative for at least some x close 
to 1, therefore inequality (13) of Chapter III does not hold for ali 
x in CO., 1). The graphs of G(x) fn Fig. 1., for values of the material 
constant, b = 5.0, 8.0, 12.0 and 15.0,* show that lor a as high as 0,5 the 
function G(>0 is negative only for x in(Q.55, 1.0) and the lowest value 
a ( r„) 
it takes on is 0.2. By substituting x : 
i : ib 
G(x) and multiplying by |a'(t )| , 
! hie express ion, 
aWtJ| b-G(x) = la^+nM 5 * |a!( + 
1 c t n + l ) 
7ut7 
and ,-.- ; n ro 
<-H. 
a ( t n ) 4 a ' ( t n + 1 ) 
v " l -a ' ( t n + a'(tn4l)' 
\- 2a 
(16) 
is obtained. I he right-hand side of this equation is the difference 
between the calculation of fatigue damage by the method proposed in 
Chapter |'|| and the half-wave design method calculation. Therefore 
a[ (t ) * G(x) equals this difference. The fatigue assessed by the da-
b I ^ b 
mage function is a'ft ) + a' (< ]'r • • Th's quantity is greater than 
a'(t )°. Vor a^ 0.5 and for the worst possible value of the ratio, x, 
between the two successive extreme, ft cari be seen from equation (16) 
that the damage assessed by the damage function method will be more than 
*These values are -epresentat t ve of the range of the constant b, '-.: 
different structural materials. 
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83 percent of the damage assessed by the ha If-wave-design method. 
Therefore, for any stress record which has few positive peaks above 
half the ultimate strength of rhe material, about 63 percent of the yield 
point stress,* the relation between the damage function and the half-wave 
design method is at least approximately true. While this restriction is 
more limiting than 'he restriction in the first subcase, it still leaves a 
wide range of application. 
*a I is about 8/10 of a • See discussion of other subcase. 
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APPENDIX I I I 
COMPARISON Of THE COMPLEX STRESS DATA OF 
STARKY AND MARCO WITH THE FATIGUE CALCULATION 
DISCUSSED IN CHAPTER i !I 
To var'M'y the half-wave design method Starky and Marco per-
formed experiments on a complex stress fatigue testing machine 12 . 
This machine was capable of producing stress records of 1 he form 
a (t) = A1 (s i n x i- 1 /M s i n ( 2x- tf>) ( i '
! 
x Is w t w h e r ° w ^s '^u radians per second. A is the a m p l i t u d e of the 
o o ! 
low frequency component. M is the amplitude ratio, A* ,. , where A,., »s 
2 
the amplitude of the second component of frequency 2w \ and ^ is the 
phase angle of the second component relative to the first. Tests were 
performed For M values of 1/10, 1/4,. 2/3, 4/3, and 2 and $ values of 0 
and IT/2. For each M and <j> used, the machine was controlled tor various 
values of peak stress, and the fatigue life was measured in cycles of the 
period of the complex wave formed. 
The graphs in Fig. 8 are a reproduction of the graphs mad? by 
Starky and Marco to show the results of their experiment for the test on 
aluminum. The circles represent the data. Curves 4 and 1 represent the 
half-wave design method, using a refinement of the concept of cumulative 
damage and using Miner's concept of cumulative damage, respectively 
Curves 2 and 3 represent calculations of fatigue life neglecting secondary 
peaks. The range o* stress conversion used for 2 is the Goodman and for 3 
Is the Gerber. Curve 5 is superimposed on the work of Stark/ and Marco to 
show how the damage function caIou!aMon of fatigue life compares with the 
other calculations and the data. Note that in every case the damage 
function calculation allows the shortest fatigue life and in some cases 
is considerably bo Iow the data. 
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